Iowa City, Monday evening, October 15, 1915.

**PROGRAM ANNOUNCED FOR GRINNELL MASS MEETING**

**HEAVY PROGRAM IS ARRANGED—FELKER TO BE "BIG NUMBER"**

Iowa City Men Will Discuss Freely on the Subject "Five Minutes."

The program for the mass meeting Friday night was announced yesterday. The chairman of the A. F. of L. committee in charge of mass meeting arrangements, an attempt will be made to have no difference from the programs which have been given in Iowa meetings this year and in former years.

First, and most important, the President of the committee of the Iowa Men will be at the door to give any subject a demand. One of the new features of the program proper will be the appearance of a man, the personal of which will be announced tomorrow.

The band will be out of course. Another innovation will be a wake dance led by Edwin "Bathe" Rasmussen close of the program. At the time of the 12th Capital the above leaders will direct the Hawkeyes following. It is hoped that the administration and social work will cooperate in getting the audience to the doors.

The mass meeting will be open to all graduates and social workers. Every effort will be made to follow the led by the students in the snake dance to be performed in connection with the meeting's theme.

New Rules for Women Societies

**Change In Repeal Regulation Made To Raise Standards**

At a recent meeting of the women's council the following rules were adopted to govern the registering of new members for this year:

1. There is to be no a summarization running.

2. A general invitation is to be given to all original and several libraries.

3. No refreshments are to be served.

4. No friends are to be invited to be a member of a literary society until the second semester.

The adopts of these rules is to tend to raise the standard of the literary societies, and to make them worthy of the high regard of the academic society.
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**Hawkeyes To Meet Great Lake Teams**

Iowa will meet the football team of the United States Naval Training station Great Lakes, Ill., on the Iowa field, Saturday, Nov. 6, which is the only date open on the Hawkeye schedule.

**Speeches at Creighton**

Benjie McMillan of the extension division has gone to Creighton for a week's visit and has been the Parent Teachers' association. He will return to the state for two addresses Saturday at the County institutes which is being held there.

**RABBIT WISE TO BE SPEAKER AT NEXT VEPERS SERVICE**

RABBIT WISE IS AT WAR

**Wise Has Written Many Widely Read Books In the Field of Theology.**

Meeting the problems of a race that has been without an actual machinery of criticism, and yet which have history for its spiritual development and its contribution to the strengthening of moral culture, Dr. John E. W. J. Wise, Jewish rabbi and public lecturer, is a leader in national thought and consciousness today.

Sunday this leader comes to the University to tell the people why the war is not for the war. He will present the Jewish point of view, and the wisdom of the free unity. The War, the liberal and the religious society, so much of the time that the United States revered diplomatic relations with the humane enemy.

In National Leader.

In every way Rabbi Wise has the war as a matter of personal interest and concern. He was born in Europe, and has been in this country for many years. He is a student of modern history, and has been in politics, philosophy, and economics.

Mr. Wise will be a speaker of a book on the history of the Jews, and the Rabbi Wise and the Jews. He will present the Jewish philosophy of the war, and the reasons why the war is not for the war. He will present the Jewish point of view, and the wisdom of the free unity. The War, the liberal and the religious society, so much of the time that the United States revered diplomatic relations with the humane enemy.
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The Columbia Fracas

The Daily Iowan is not well informed on the circumstances in this case to render judgment on the right or the wrong of it. The editor is the Springfield Republican, The New York Herald, The Nation, the Outlook, and other publications, with special reference to the Columbia upheaval, are probably based upon full knowledge of the situation in all of those periods, associated with the good sense of academics and serious learning as well. The assignment of these duties to the facts known by us, however, is not so much as is the case, but there is the suggestion that we set ourselves up against those academics we must not.

The institution of higher learning today is not an academic authority, it is destined to serve its students to the highest degree; it exists for the students rather than for the faculty. If this premise is sound, it follows that only that type of theory and practice shall be reproduced by academics as shall be beneficial for the student body. It doesn't matter how sincere an instructor may be in advancing a theory that the moose is made of green cheese. Let the instructor retain his accusatory approach for himself, but we do not allow him to warp the minds of his students by forwarding it in the classroom.

If it is true that the Columbia academics were openly prevaricating against the sending of American students to France to take part actively in the war, it seems to us that the administration of the situation was entirely justified, out of patriotic motives, in requiring the men to do their part. War time is no time to test the theory of "academic freedom." If these professors were jeopardizing the welfare of the nation, there is no reason to shield them with their position. The government would have had a case had the Columbia officials not acted, it appears to us.

Our own "academic freedom," if it is a beneficial thing, continues to conduct reasonable conduct.

The College World

The active officers' training corps of Fort Benjamin Harrison will attend the Ohio State-Indiana football game at Indianapolis November 3. Reports have been made for the reservation of from 1000 to 1500 seats, or the entire corps. There is considerable rivalry among the men at camp, as there are many former students, both schools in training.

Military training schools at Kansas University have been hailed as the non-arrival of the army officer who has been assigned to that school. No definite plans have yet been made.

Bureaucrats have established formalities at the University of Illinois. The Daily I'llin, in an editorial, calls for similar action upon the part of the university, taking the stand that more informal functions should be held to take the place of the formal affairs, which it terms unnecessary and useless.

Aicolorful story can be told of the University of California are showing yesterday. At present he is a member of Iowa's naval band at the Great Lakes Training station.
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A. J. Oehler was elected president, and Florence Thomas was elected treasurer and secretary. Professor Hayen, director of the organization, announced that there are still several vacancies to be filled in the treasurer and base section.

The publicity bureau has issued a service bulletin to the delegates of the coming Eastern Trip convention, welcoming them to the University. Many things of interest to the visitors are stated in the bulletin. The University buildings will be open to the delegates and members of the Eastern Star.

Lenses

Richard Bader

The marriage of Jean Richards to Lyle Bader, both former University students, took place on the home of the bride’s parents in Council Bluffs on October 15. The bride is a member of the Delta Gamma sorority, and the bridegroom is affiliated with the Delta Tau Delta and Sigma Chi fraternities. The couple will reside at Alta, where Mr. Bader is editor of the Alta Advertiser. They visited University friends here the first of the week.

Sigma Phi Epsilon will dance at Riegels’ Saturday night.

Gunther’s Dance has returned to her home in Council after a week’s visit at the Tri Delta house. A speaker announces the plogging of Sheila Clark of Marion, Iowa City Blues of Iowa City, Lots of Urnament of Hamilton, Florence Adams of Alton, Illinois, Tehilla of Holmes, and Ruth Smith of Murray.

Rasel Messer has been compelled to allow his charges for several days on account of illness. C. S. Rand, daughter 17, is a visitor at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house. Phi Beta Phi will give a dancing party at Riegels’ hall Friday, Dr. and Mrs. Moller will chaperon.
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SOCIETY ELECTS OFFICERS
At the second Quarterly society meeting, held last Tuesday evening, A. J. Oehler was elected president, and Florence Thomas was elected treasurer and secretary. Professor Hans, director of the organization, announces that there are still several vacancies to be filled in the lower and base sections.

SECOND LAW ELECTION
The senior have elected the following officers yesterday: J. Clarence Kublfa, president; Richard Hartfi'g, vice president; Stanley Newell, secretary and treasurer; William Bosfold, athletic manager.
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One of the judges of the national welfare is lecture topic

To Show How Science Will Help
Further Progress of Man

"The Relation of Science to National Welfare and the Great War" will be the topic of a lecture to be given here July 24. The day is fixed, but the hour for it is not yet decided. The lecture is to be given in the Lee H. Hyams auditorium.

Another hour of the series, "The Relation of Science to National Welfare and the Great War," will be given here July 24. The day is fixed, but the hour for it is not yet decided. The lecture is to be given in the Lee H. Hyams auditorium.
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After War Is Over

"The Relation of Science to National Welfare and the Great War" will be the topic of a lecture to be given here July 24. The day is fixed, but the hour for it is not yet decided. The lecture is to be given in the Lee H. Hyams auditorium.

Another hour of the series, "The Relation of Science to National Welfare and the Great War," will be given here July 24. The day is fixed, but the hour for it is not yet decided. The lecture is to be given in the Lee H. Hyams auditorium.